Children with specific language impairment (SLI) show important sentence comprehension deficits (e.g., Norbury, Bishop, & Briscoe, 2002). Sentence comprehension is a complex task requiring not only good syntactic abilities, but also good lexical access and short term memory (STM) abilities (Just & Carpenter, 1992). Previous studies have shown that children with SLI could be affected in all these domains (Friedmann & Novogrodsky, 2004; Montgomery, 1995; Seiger-Gardner & Schwartz, 2008). As the sentence processing problem in children with SLI has only received few research interest, the mechanisms at its root are still not clear.

AIM

This study assesses the impact of 3 factors on sentence comprehension in children with SLI: lexical access (lexical frequency), syntactic processing (type of relative clause) and STM capacities (sentence length).

METHODS

Participants: 15 children with SLI, 15 language controls (LC), and 15 age controls (AC).

Task: Off-line sentence comprehension

Length manipulation:
- Short « The woman sees the boy who is gliding. »
- Long « This evening, the beautiful black woman calls the girl who is reading in the meadow. »

Lexical frequency manipulation:
- Low frequency « The policeman films the Apache who is skiing »
- High frequency « The woman sees the boy who is eating »

Relative clause manipulation:
- Subject relative clause « The man shows the woman who is riding. »
- Object relative clause « The man who the woman is seeing rides. »

RESULTS

Response accuracy for the whole set of sentences:

Main effects
- Group effect: SLI < LC < AC, F(1,27)=25.4, p<.001
- Length effect: F(1,42)=46.29, p<.001
- Relative clause effect: F(1,27)=198.37, p<.001

Interaction effects
- Group x lexical frequency: F(1,42)=4.03, p<.05

Only children with SLI are affected by lexical frequency on response accuracy for the whole set of sentences.

Response times for the first set of sentences:

- Relative clause effect: F(1,27)=20.71, p<.001
- Lexical frequency effect: F(1,27)=4.53, p<.05

All children are affected by lexical frequency in their reaction times only for the first set of sentences.

DISCUSSION

Our results confirm previous studies showing that children with SLI have poor sentence comprehension performances.

No specific impact of length and relative clause on sentence comprehension performances in children with SLI ➔ Neither syntax nor verbal STM seem to be the core of their impairment.

Specific impact of lexical knowledge on sentence comprehension performances in children with SLI ➔ Slow lexical access (Seiger-Gardner & Schwartz, 2008) or slow lexical learning rate, that is the need for a piece of vocabulary to be presented more often before becoming familiar to children with SLI (Riches, Tomasello, & Conti-Ramsden, 2005).
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